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refractive index, 226, 273, 280, 299, 302, 418, 429, 459, 467, 689
refractive null, 29
reliability tests, long-term, 217
repetition rate, 118
residual gas analyzer, 344, 353
residual hydrocarbons, cracking, 34
resists
—bilayer, 38
—chain-scission, 521–532
—electron-beam, 37
—EUV-2D, 519
—hafnium oxide nanoparticle, 537–539
—high-speed negative-tone, 545
—inVia XE151JB and XE151IB, 536
—KRS, 520
—MET-1K, 520
—metal-based, 503
—multinuclear, 542
—negative-tone hafnium oxide nanoparticle, photomechanism, 538
—negative-tone nonpolymeric-based EUV, 523
—noria-based, 523
—OFPR Novolak, 495
—open-source (OS1), 527
—organo-metallic
—inVia/Inpria dehydration mechanism and photomechanism, 536
—outgas test, 336
—penetration depth, 7
—sidewall profile, 24
—soft-x-ray, 8
—surface-imaging, 37
—trilayer, 38
—tri(phenyl)antimony diacrylate (JP-20), 545
—zirconium oxide nanoparticle, 537–539
resist film absorption, 501
resist film transmission, 501
resist–silicon-based positive photoresist (SPP), 495
resolution, 22, 226
resolution, LER, and sensitivity (RLS) tradeoff, 526, 534
rhenium-tungsten (Re-W) alloy, 3
rhodium (Rh), 258, 305
right of first refusal (ROFR), 61, 62
ring field, 27
ring-shaped field, 13
RMS^2 of the roughness, 283–284
RMS values of PSDs, 290
RMS density (RMSD), 286
R_{n}M(O_2C)_{2}, 545
Ronchi testing, 32
ROSAT, 259
rotating mechanical chopper, 40
Ru-capped multilayers, 343
Ru sputter rate, 218
ruthenium (Ru), 258, 305, 423
ruthenium oxide, 305
S
SAL601, 498, 499
scan velocity, 628
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 308
scanning EUV reflective microscope (SERM), 449
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), 343
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), 500
Schwarzschild camera, 10, 498, 500
Schwarzschild imaging system, 8, 15
Schwarzschild optics, 2, 10, 25, 311, 495
scraper mirror, 434
second-row elements (e.g., C, O, N, F), 535
second-to-last mirror, 245
secondary debris, 152
secondary electrons, 506
secondary-ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), 399
seed wavelength, 177
SEMATECH, 67, 228
—EUV Resist Center, 90
—Mask Blank Development Center, 90
—MET, 90
—NGL Task Force, 230
SEMI P37-0613, 412
—substrate requirements, 415
SEMI P38-1103, 428
SEMI P40-1109, 428
Semiconductor Equipment and Materials International (SEMI) standards, 96
Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA), 67
Semiconductor Research Corporation (SRC), 67
SHARP, 312
—microscope, 249
shadowing, 610–612
Si-capped multilayers, 343
SiC, 342
SiH_x, 400
Si/Mo ML reflectivity variation as a function of wavelength, 374
sidewall angle, 38
silane polymers, 504
silicide formation, 423
silicon carbide (SiC), 423
simulated resist image, 441
six-degrees-of-freedom short-stroke actuator, 627
six-mirror optical design, 272
slab-waveguide diffusion-cooled geometry, 178–179
small-field tools, 607
Sn deposition at the intermediate focus (IF), 384
S_N2 and S_N1 reactions, 531
SnH_4, 358
soft-x-ray projection lithography (SXPL), 7, 11
soft-x-ray reduction lithography, 8
Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), 337
solid-state laser (SSL), 169
solid-state laser, picosecond, 168
SORTEC, 19
source head module, 207
source mask optimization (SMO), 237, 269, 623
source requirements
—ABI, 198, 212
—AIMS, 198, 212
—APMI, 198, 212
—high-power source for scanner, 116
spatial stability, 200
speckle pattern, 664–665
spectral content, 117
spectral purity filter (SPF), 259
spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE), 346
spherical equivalent volume diameter (SEVD), 417–418
sputtering yields for common MLM materials, 399
standard-mechanical-interface (SMIF), 420
—pods, 314
stannane (SnH_4), 144, 149, 387
Starlih® 3100, 228, 236, 267
Starlith®3300 wavefronts, 239
Starlith®3300/3400, 236
statement of work (SOW), 98
static random-access memory (SRAM) cell, 233
stochastic continuum models, 548
stochastic effects, 112, 549, 554, 675
stochastic model of absorption, 549
stochastic models, 559
stochastic resist chemistry, 569
Stoney equation, 305–307
Stopping of Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) program, 385, 389
striae, 275
subaperture polishing, 28
substrate material requirements, 413
substrate phase defects, 37
supermirrors, 300
surface chemistry, 341
surface defect, 417
surface figure, 28
surface finish, 28
surface interferometry, 230
surface topography, 292
supersonic gas cluster targets, 41
supersonic hydrocleaning (SHC), 457, 458
SVG Lithography, 13, 63
synchrotron light source, 10, 39
Synchrotron Ultraviolet Radiation Facility (SURF), 197

T

T-butyl trifluoromethacrylate, 522
t configuration, 110
Tagawa/Kowaza modeling, 557–558
Tamaru’s redeposition coefficient, 396
TaN absorber layer, 429
target density, 136
target shape, 136
TaSiN, 431
telecentricity, 10, 25, 249, 265, 473, 612
temporal stability, 200
tetrahydrofuran, 511
thermal instability, 424
thermal load, 116, 254, 262, 303, 632
thermal stability of EUV multilayers, 302
Thomson scattering, 171
three-aspherical-mirror ring-field imaging system, 16, 20
through-focus compensation repair, 442
throughput, 22, 43, 115, 116, 595, 609–610, 614–615
tin (Sn)
—circulation modules, 208
—cleaning rate, 149
—cleaning technique, 142
—clusters, mechanism of photolysis, 540
—deposition rate, 184
—droplets, 130
—management inside the vessel, 151
—removal from the vessel, 152–153
tin-ion stopping power, 143
tin jet breakup, 132
tin-oxo cages, 539
tin-oxo cluster
[(n-BuSn)_{12}O_{14}(OH)_{6}], 540
(p-CH_{3}C_{6}H_{4}SO_{3})_{2}, 540
tin-oxo cluster [(RSn)_{12}O_{14}(OH)_{6}] X_{2}, 539
tin plasma, optimum ion density, 169
Tinsley Laboratories, 11, 68
TiO_{2}, 342
TIS density (TISD), 286, 294
TIS values of PSDs, 290
titanium dioxide, 305
TMAH (0.26 N
tetramethylammonium hydroxide), 498, 522
TMAH-developable system, 524
toroidal mirrors, 10
total electron yield (TEY),
509–510, 513
total integrated scatter (TIS), 280, 285, 303, 655
total wavefront error, 625
transition-metal oxalates, 542
transmission image sensor, 631
transmission of 10-nm-thick Sn layer, 145
transmission mask, 10, 231
transverse flow of CO$_2$ gas, fast, 121
triflic acid (CF$_3$SO$_3$H or TfOH), 530
trifluoromethyl (-CF$_3$) group, 529
trigger-body design, 530
Trumpf TruFlow laser series, 178
—amplifiers, 121
TRW Inc., 68
tungsten-carbon ML, 5
turning mirrors, 119
turnover numbers, 546
two-aspherical-mirror imaging system, 10, 12, 13, 19
two-mirror illumination system, 10

U
ULE®, 275
Ultratech, 68
ultraviolet cleaning, 459
uniformity correction module (Unicom), 624
United States Advanced Lithography (USAL), 63
U.S. National EUV Lithography Program, 13, 18
UV-Vis-IR absorbance, 511

V
vacuum vessel, 114
Veeco Instruments, 68
—low-defect-deposition ML tool, 37
Virtual National Laboratory (VNL), 61
—Resource Development Center (RDC), 87
volume sensitivity, 497
—parameter, 505

W
wafer heating, 632
wafer load sequence, 634
wafer stage, 627
wafer throughput model, 115
wafer-to-wafer heat exchange, 119
wafer topology, 630
wafers, cumulative number of exposed, 638
wall angles, 499
wavefront aberration, 271
wavefront error, 14, 273, 669
—aberration-driven, 273
—total system, 32
wavefront metrology, 20, 630
wavelength dependence, 350–351
wavelength reduction, 639
wet etchability, 466
white-light interferometry, 17
white papers, 72
witness sample, 355
Wolter, Hans, 255
Wolter collector, 255, 266
Wolter type-1 system, 256–257
Wolter–Schwarzschild design, 256

X
xMT, 524
x-ray diffraction (XRD), 422
x-ray fluorescence, 218
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), 343
x-ray proximity lithography (XPL), 5, 12
x-ray reduction lithography, 5
xenon plasma, 195

Y
YAG-laser-driven LPP, 214
yttria-stabilized zirconia, 342

Z
Z-parameter, 527–528, 563
Z-pinch, 193
Zernike, Fritz, Jr., 13
Zernike coefficients, 236
Zernike polynomials, 236, 625
zero-crossing temperature (ZCT), 275, 626
ZEROdUR®, 3, 230, 275
zero-valent palladium-phosphine complexes, 544
zirconium (Zr) foils, 196
zirconium dioxide, 305
zirconium oxide sulfate (ZircSOx), 535
zone plate, 8, 311, 434, 449
Zr-coated Si photodiode, 210
ZrHx, 400
ZrN, 400
Zr/Si3N4 filter, 211